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Abstract

Coded structured light is considered one of the most reliable techniques for recovering the surface of objects. This technique
is based on projecting a light pattern and viewing the illuminated scene from one or more points of view. Since the pattern
is coded, correspondences between image points and points of the projected pattern can be easily found. The decoded points
can be triangulated and 3D information is obtained. We present an overview of the existing techniques, as well as a new and
de�nitive classi�cation of patterns for structured light sensors. We have implemented a set of representative techniques in this
�eld and present some comparative results. The advantages and constraints of the di5erent patterns are also discussed.
? 2003 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Surface reconstruction is one of the most important top-
ics in computer vision due to its wide �eld of application.
Some examples of applications are range sensoring, indus-
trial inspection of manufactured parts, reverse engineering,
object recognition and 3D map building. Amongst all the
ranging techniques [1], stereovision is based on viewing the
scene from two or more points of view and then �nding cor-
respondences between the di5erent images in order to trian-
gulate the 3D position. Triangulation is possible if cameras
have been calibrated beforehand [2,3]. However, di>culties
in �nding the correspondences arise, even when taking into
account epipolar constraints. Coded structured light consists
of replacing one of the two cameras by a device that projects
a light pattern onto the measuring surface. Today the most
commonly used devices are LCD video projectors, although
previously it was slide projectors. Such devices project an
image with a certain structure so that a set of pixels are
easily distinguishable by means of a local coding strategy.
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Therefore, when locating such coded points in the image
grabbed by the remaining camera, the correspondence prob-
lem is solved with no requirement for geometrical con-
straints. The projecting images are called patterns, as they
are globally structured.

This paper presents a comprehensive survey of coded
structured light techniques, which updates the review pre-
sented in Ref. [4] and proposes a new, consistent and de�ni-
tive classi�cation. The paper focuses on the di5erent coding
strategies used in the bibliography and reproduces the ex-
perimental results of several techniques in order to evaluate
and compare their accuracy and analyse their applicability.
This article is structured as follows: �rstly, the classi�cation
is presented in Section 2. Secondly, in Section 3, tech-
niques based on projecting multiple patterns are explained.
In Section 4, techniques exploiting the spatial neighbour-
hood paradigm are presented. Next, in Section 5, coding
strategies using direct codi�cation are also explained. In
Section 6, the experimental results obtained with a set of
implemented techniques are presented. Finally, in Section
7, the conclusion contains a discussion about the advan-
tages and drawbacks of every subgroup of techniques. In
addition, general guidelines for choosing the most suitable
technique (given the speci�cations of an application) are
proposed.
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2. A classi�cation of coding strategies

A coded structured light system is based on the projec-
tion of a single pattern or a set of patterns onto the mea-
suring scene which is then viewed by a single camera or a
set of cameras. The patterns are specially designed so that
codewords are assigned to a set of pixels. Every coded pixel
has its own codeword, so there is a direct mapping from the
codewords to the corresponding coordinates of the pixel in
the pattern. The codewords are simply numbers, which are
mapped in the pattern by using grey levels, colour or ge-
ometrical representations. The larger the number of points
that must be coded, the larger the codewords are and, there-
fore, the mapping of such codewords to a pattern is more
di>cult. The aim of this work is to review the available
strategies used to represent such codewords.

Pattern projection techniques di5er in the way in which
every point in the pattern is identi�ed, i.e. what kind of
codeword is used, and whether it encodes a single axis or two
spatial axis. In reality, it is only necessary to encode a single
axis, since a 3D point can be obtained by intersecting two
lines (i.e. when both pattern axis are coded) or intersecting
one line (the one which contains a pixel of the camera image)
with a plane (i.e. when a single pattern axis is coded).

Table 1 shows pattern projection techniques classi�ed ac-
cording to their coding strategy: time-multiplexing, neigh-
bourhood codi�cation and direct codi�cation. The seven
columns on the right of the table indicate whether or not
a given pattern is suitable for measuring moving objects,
the colour depth used and whether repeated codewords ap-
pear (periodic codi�cation) or not (absolute codi�cation).
Time-multiplexing techniques generate the codewords by
projecting a sequence of patterns along time, so the structure
of every pattern can be very simple. Furthermore, in spite of
increasing the pattern complexity, neighbourhood codi�ca-
tion represents the codewords in a unique pattern. Finally,
direct codi�cation techniques de�ne a codeword for every
pixel, which is equal to its grey level or colour.

In the following sections, each one of these three classi-
fying groups are explained in detail. Moreover, the di5er-
ent techniques proposed in the bibliography which belong
to each subgroup are introduced, and we will show the evo-
lution from the simplest to the most complex technique.

3. Time-multiplexing strategy

One of the most commonly used strategies is based on
temporal coding. In this case, a set of patterns are succes-
sively projected onto the measuring surface. The codeword
for a given pixel is usually formed by the sequence of illu-
mination values for that pixel across the projected patterns.
Therefore, the codi�cation is called temporal because the
bits of the codewords are multiplexed in time. This kind of
pattern can achieve high accuracy in the measurements. This
is due to two factors: �rst, as multiple patterns are projected,

the codeword basis tends to be small (usually binary) and
therefore a small set of primitives is used, which are easily
distinguishable among each other; secondly, a coarse-to-�ne
paradigm is followed, as the position of a pixel is en-
coded more precisely while the patterns are successively
projected.

During the last 20 years several techniques based on
time-multiplexing have appeared. We have classi�ed these
techniques as follows: (a) techniques based on binary codes:
a sequence of binary patterns is used in order to generate bi-
nary codewords; (b) techniques based on n-ary codes: a basis
of n primitives is used to generate the codewords; (c) Gray
code combined with phase shifting: the same pattern is pro-
jected several times, shifting it in a certain direction in order
to increase resolution; (d) hybrid techniques: a combination
of time-multiplexing and neighbourhood strategies. The fol-
lowing sections describe in detail the techniques which can
be included in such coding strategies.

3.1. Techniques based on binary codes

In these techniques only two illumination levels are com-
monly used, which are coded as 0 and 1. Every pixel of the
pattern has its own codeword formed by the sequence of 0s
and 1s corresponding to its value in every projected pattern.
Therefore, a codeword is obtained only when the sequence
is completed. An important characteristic of this technique
is that only one of the two pattern axis is encoded.

In 1981, Posdamer and Altschuler [5] were the �rst to
propose the projection of a sequence of m patterns to encode
2m stripes using a plain binary code. Therefore, the code-
word associated with each pixel is the sequence of 0s and 1s
obtained from the m patterns, the �rst pattern being the one
which contains the most signi�cant bit. The symbol 0 corre-
sponds to black intensity while 1 corresponds to full illumi-
nated white. Therefore, the number of stripes increases by
a factor of two for each consecutive pattern. Every stripe of
the last pattern has its own binary codeword. The maximum
number of patterns that can be projected is the resolution in
pixels of the projector device. However, reaching this value
is not recommended because the camera cannot always per-
ceive such narrow stripes. It should be noted that all pixels
belonging to the same stripe in the highest frequency pattern
share the same codeword. Therefore, before triangulating,
it is necessary to calculate either the centre of every stripe
or the edge between two consecutive stripes. The latter has
been shown to be the best choice.

Inokuchi et al. [6] improved the codi�cation scheme of
Posdamer and Altschuler by introducing Gray code instead
of plain binary. The advantages of Gray code is that con-
secutive codewords have a Hamming distance of one, be-
ing more robust against noise. In Fig. 1a, the corresponding
Gray coded patterns can be observed.

In 1981, Minou et al. [7] designed another technique
based on time coded parallel stripes. The aim was to create
a depth measurement system which was robust in the
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Table 1
The proposed classi�cation

presence of noise. For this purpose, the authors decided to
use both binary code and the Hamming error correcting code.
The number of coded stripes was only 25, therefore, the
plain binary code had length 5 and the correcting code had
length 9. It should be noted that the number of coded stripes
is very small due to the large amount of bits needed to cre-
ate a code with a Hamming distance of three, which then
allows a single error correction.

Trobina, in 1995 [8], presented an error model of coded
light range sensors based on Gray coded patterns. The au-
thor demonstrated that the crucial step of these sensors is the
accurate location of every stripe in the image. In the �nest
pattern only half of all the edges can be measured, while
the other half can be found in the previous patterns. By sim-
ple binarization of the images the stripes can be found. The
binary threshold is �xed for every pixel independently. It
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is necessary to acquire images of fully illuminated scenes
(white pattern) and non-illuminated scenes (black pattern).
The variant threshold is the mean between the grey level
of such images as shown in Fig. 1b. Hence, with such bi-
narization, the edges can be detected with pixel accuracy.
However, the pro�le of the transition between a white and
a black stripe in the images is not a perfect step. It is nor-
mally a non linear pro�le. Two ways of detecting the edges
with sub-pixel accuracy were proposed.

The �rst way of detecting stripe edges with sub-pixel ac-
curacy is to �nd the zero-crossings of the second derivative
of the image, orthogonally to the stripes. The problem with
this approach is �nding the optimal gradient �lter size. An
alternative way is to project both normal and inverse stripe
patterns, i.e. positive and negative patterns. Then, by �nding
the intersection of both pro�les, the stripe edge is located.
Since the pro�les are non-linear functions, linear interpola-
tion is used among the nearest sample points (grey levels
of nearby pixels). As shown in Fig. 1e, by intersecting line
AB with line EF, the edge is located. As can be seen in
Fig. 1c, the intersection of both inverse and normal pro�les
do not always coincide with the variant binary threshold, so
this method is more accurate. If projecting inverse patterns
is not desired, the linearly interpolated normal pro�le can
be intersected with the variant threshold pro�le. This tech-
nique is shown in Fig. 1d, where the segment AB should
be intersected with segment CD. After experimental results,
Trobina concluded that linear interpolation is more accurate
than second derivative and the best results are obtained if
both normal and inverse patterns are projected.

Locating the stripes accurately when projecting Gray
coded patterns was also the main objective of the work pre-
sented by Valkenburg and McIvor in 1998 [9]. In this case,
every acquired image is divided into regions of 17 × 17
pixels. In every region, a 2D third order polynomial is
interpolated by means of least square �tting, obtaining a
facet that approximates all the stripes in the region of in-
terest. The authors also made experiments �tting sinusoidal
functions in the regions, slightly improving the results.

Objects containing regions with di5erent reKective prop-
erties are di>cult to reconstruct. When projecting patterns
at low illumination intensities, the signal-to-noise ratio of
the system decreases and, therefore, depth from low re-
Kective regions cannot be obtained. On the other hand,
when projecting high illumination intensity patterns, depth
from regions with high reKectance cannot be recovered
due to pixel saturation. So, most binary coded techniques
assume that the objects have uniform albedo, otherwise,
the whole surface cannot be reconstructed. In 2000, Skocaj
and Leonardis [10] proposed a new strategy to overcome
these limitations by increasing the number of projected pat-
terns. Projecting multiple images at di5erent illumination
intensities of a given stripe pattern allows each view of
such patterns to be combined into a single radiance map. A
radiance map contains for, each pixel, the relative reKective
factor of the corresponding surface points. In general, we

have that

g�r · l; (1)

where g is the pixel value, r is the reKective of the cor-
responding surface point and l is the illumination intensity
incident to the surface point. If relative radiance values are
considered, then for every pixel i in the image j the relation
expressed in Eq. (2) exists.

rij = gi=lj: (2)

The variation of the illumination in the scene should not af-
fect the reKective value of the surface point. However, the
relationship is non-linear due to the distortions introduced
by both the projector and the camera. In order to eliminate
this non-linearity, an equation system is de�ned which con-
siders all the pixels under di5erent illumination values. The
overdetermined system is minimised by using least-squares.
Then, the best �tting reKectance value of every correspond-
ing surface point is obtained. Hereafter, a global radiance
map can be de�ned containing the reKectance values relat-
ing to every pixel of the image. Using this radiance map,
the projected intensity lj can be inversely recovered for ev-
ery pixel value gij and its associate reKectance value ri. The
minimum number of illumination intensities to be projected
is two (binary). However, by projecting more intensities,
better results are obtained. In order to calculate the range im-
age, the sub-pixel localisation of the stripe edges proposed
by Trobina [8] was applied. The contribution of this work
was a simultaneous reconstruction of both high and low re-
Kective surfaces.

During the last few years, most of the work dealing with
binary coded patterns has been aimed at improving the
sub-pixel localisation of stripe edges. In 2001, Rocchini
et al. [11], introduced a slight change in the typical Gray
coded patterns in order to ease the localisation of stripe tran-
sitions. For this purpose, they proposed encoding the stripes
with blue and red instead of black and white. Moreover,
a green slit of a pixel width was introduced between ev-
ery stripe. Then, the stripe transitions of the higher resolu-
tion pattern are reconstructed by locating the green slit with
sub-pixel accuracy.

3.2. Techniques based on n-ary codes

The main drawback of the schemes based on binary codes
is the large number of patterns which need to be projected.
However, the fact that only two intensities are projected
eases the segmentation of the viewed patterns. There are
some works which consider the problem of reducing the
number of patterns by means of increasing the number of
intensity levels used to encode the stripes. There now follows
an explanation of the two formal schemes of increasing the
coding basis.

In 1998 Caspi et al. [12] proposed a multilevel Gray code
based on colour. The extension of the Gray code is based on
an alphabet of n symbols, where every symbol is associated
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Fig. 1. Stripe patterns coded with binary and n-ary codes: (a) patterns coded with Gray code; (b) variant binary threshold of normal stripe
pattern; (c) variant binary threshold of both normal and inverse stripe patterns; (d) stripe position by normal stripe pattern and binary
threshold; (e) stripe position using normal and inverse patterns. (f) 3-D second order Hillbert curve with 128 codewords placed on it for
n-ary codi�cation; (g) intensity pro�les of the patterns encoded with the codewords extracted from the Hillbert curve; (h) the resulting n-ary
patterns.
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to a certain RGB colour. This extended alphabet makes it
possible to reduce the number of patterns. For example, with
binary Gray code, m patterns are necessary to encode 2m

stripes. With an n-Gray code, nm stripes can be coded with
the same number of patterns.

This work was very important since it is the gener-
alisation of the most widely used coding strategy in the
time-multiplexing paradigm. The n-ary code shares the
same characteristics of a binary Gray code by �xing a
Hamming distance of one between consecutive codewords.
The work by Caspi et al. not only develops the mathemati-
cal basis for generating n-ary codes, but also analyses the
illumination model of a structured light system. This model
takes into account the light spectrum of the LCD projector,
the spectral response of a 3-CCD camera and the surface
reKectance. The whole model is presented in Eq. (3),
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where c̃ is the projection instruction for a given stripe, i.e.
[0 0 0]T represents black and [255 255 255]T is white; P̃ is
the non-linear transformation from projection instruction to
actually projected intensities for every RGB channel; and
A is the projector–camera coupling matrix. Every element
aij of matrix A is the convolution of the camera spectral
response for channel i with the spectrum of the light pro-
jected in channel j. Matrix A shows the crosstalk between
colour channels. C̃ is the vector containing the RGB cam-
era readings of a certain pixel. C̃0 is the camera readings
corresponding to the scene under ambient lighting. Finally,
K is the surface reKectance matrix speci�c to every scene
point projected into a camera pixel. This matrix contains a
reKectance constant for every RGB channel.

The main bene�t of this model is that it considers a con-
stant reKectance for every scene point in the three RGB chan-
nels. This is much more realistic than considering colour
neutrality of the scene, which is commonly assumed in most
systems dealing with colour coding schemes. In the case of
colour neutrality, matrix K is the identity for every pixel.

In order to calculate the di5erent terms in Eq. (3) it is
necessary to ful�ll a colourimetric calibration. With this pro-
cedure, A and P̃ are obtained. P̃ is a non-linear function,
but invertible, so it can be implemented in three look up ta-
bles (one for every colour channel). The colourimetric cal-
ibration is only necessary once. Then, matrix K is obtained
by just taking a reference image under white illumination

(c̃w = [255 255 255]T) and solving Eq. (3). Some approx-
imations of the model can be done in order to avoid the
whole colourimetric procedure, as explained in Ref. [13].

The illumination model proposed allows the projected
colour to be estimated from camera readings. This is very
important when working with colour encoded stripes, since
correct identi�cation of colours leads to correct codewords.
Therefore, such a model can be applied to any system deal-
ing with colour.

Another important aspect of Caspi’s work is its adapta-
tion to the environment. This means that the system can be
con�gured with di5erent parameters. In this case, the pa-
rameters are the number of patterns to be projected M , the
number of colours used L, and the noise immunity factor �.
If M and L are chosen, then � is �xed. Otherwise, if � and
L are chosen, then M is �xed. The noise immunity factor
� determines the distance between adjacent consecutive
codewords in every RGB channel. The higher � is, the more
robust is the colour identi�cation and the higher the number
of patternsM since less colours can be used or fewer stripes
need to be coded. After experiments, Caspi et al. deter-
mined that the n-ary Gray codes achieve the accuracy and
robustness of the binary Gray code technique using fewer
patterns.

Another technique that encodes adjacent stripes with n-ary
codewords is the one proposed by Horn and Kiryati [14].
The alphabet of the codes is based on multiple grey lev-
els instead of a binary alphabet. The aim of the work was
to �nd the smallest set of patterns that meet the accuracy
requirements of a certain application producing the best per-
formance under certain noise conditions.

Given an alphabet of n symbols, a code is created so that
consecutive codewords have a Hamming distance of one.
Every element of the alphabet is mapped to a certain grey
level. When expressing the di5ering elements of two con-
secutive codewords in terms of the associated grey levels,
the di5erence is constant for all pairs of consecutive code-
words. For example, if 256 grey levels are available, when
using a binary Gray code the distance of consecutive code-
words in terms of the grey levels is 255 or 100%. By in-
creasing the basis of the code and maintaining the length,
more codewords can be generated in spite of decreasing the
distance in terms of % of available grey levels between con-
secutive ones. The authors proposed the use of space �lling
curves such as Hillbert or Peano curves [15] for de�ning
the code. Such curves represent a path in an n-dimensional
space, passing through a set of points so that consecutive
points are joined by straight segments. The distance between
consecutive points is constant along all the curve. Like the
system proposed by Caspi et al., there are several parame-
ters which can be tuned, so that L is the number of stripes to
encode; K the number of projecting patterns, and therefore
the length of the codewords; m the order of the curve used
to place the codewords; and r the desired distance between
consecutive codewords (% of the total of grey levels), which
is proportional to the noise immunity factor of the system.
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The K parameter is also the dimension of the space �lling
curve that will be used to generate the code. If parameters
K and m are �xed, then the larger the parameter r is, the
more robust the resulting codi�cation is against noise, but
the number of stripes, L, decreases. Therefore, there is a
trade o5 between noise immunity, number of patterns, dis-
tance between codewords and number of encoded stripes.
For a given r, if the number of stripes L must be increased
it means that the length of the space �lling curve must also
grow. To achieve this, there are two possible solutions: in-
creasing the curve order, which has the problem of reducing
the distance between consecutive codewords (since the dis-
tance between consecutive points of the curve also reduces);
or increasing the dimension of the curve, i.e. increasing the
number of projecting patterns.

In Fig. 1f, a 3D Hillbert curve of the second order is
shown. Every dimension of the curve is associated with one
of the patterns to be projected. The number of stripes to
encode has been �xed at L= 128, so a total number of 128
3D points have been placed equidistantly along the curve.
Consecutive points along the curve correspond to adjacent
stripes in the patterns. The value of every point component
is the grey level associated with the stripe in one of the
patterns. Therefore, every point in the curve produces the
codeword of grey levels for the corresponding stripe.
The number of grey levels used in the example is seven. The
extracted intensity pro�les of every three patterns are shown
in Fig. 1g, while the resulting patterns are shown in Fig. 1h.
Every intensity pro�le is the projection of the points in the
curve in one of the three axis: f1(x), f2(x) and f3(x) are
the intensity pro�les of patterns 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Horn and Kiryati tested their system with a 3D Hill-
bert second order curve where 256 codewords were placed.
Therefore, the number of patterns was three and the number
of grey levels 13. Such con�guration produced better per-
formances than a binary Gray coding scheme based on the
projection of nine patterns (512 stripes encoded). The design
of coded patterns proposed by Horn and Kiryati produces
more accurate results and reduces the number of projecting
patterns.

3.3. Combination of Gray code and Phase shifting

Patterns based on Gray code, as well as binary and n-ary
codes, have the advantage that the pixel codi�cation is made
punctually and no spatial neighbourhood has to be consid-
ered in the codi�cation. However, the discrete nature of
such patterns limits the range resolution. Furthermore, phase
shifting methods exploit higher spatial resolution as they
project a periodic intensity pattern several times by shifting
it in every projection. The drawback of these methods is the
periodic nature of the patterns, which introduces ambiguity
in the determination of the signal periods in the camera im-
ages. The integration of Gray code methods (GCM) with
phase shift methods (PSM) brings together the advantages of
both strategies, i.e. the unambiguity and robust codi�cation

of pattern stripes of GCM, plus the high resolution of PSM.
The combination of both techniques leads to highly accu-
rate 3D reconstruction. However, the number of projecting
patterns increases considerably. We will now discuss some
of the coded structured light systems that use this approach.

In Ref. [16], Bergmann designed a technique where some
Gray coded patterns are projected in order to label the mea-
suring surface regions where every period of a sinusoidal
intensity pattern will be projected. Therefore, the ambiguity
problem between signal periods is resolved. The sinusoidal
patterns are represented by grey levels. A total number of
four Gray patterns are projected in order to label 16 di5er-
ent regions on the measuring surface. Then, the periodic in-
tensity pattern is projected four times by shifting 1=4 of the
period, each time. For every given pixel (x; y) of the cam-
era image, the phase of the �rst periodic pattern projected
to the corresponding surface point must be found. For this
purpose, a classic four-step phase shift is applied in Eq. (4).
I1; I2; I3 and I4 are the grey levels of pixel (x; y) from cam-
era images corresponding to every one of the four projected
shifted patterns.Once the phase of a given pixel is known,
the period of the sinus where the pixel lies is obtained with
the Gray code labelling. Therefore, the pattern stripe pro-
jected to a certain surface point can be precisely calculated.

 (x; y) = arctan
(
I2 − I4
I3 − I1

)
(4)

Sansoni et al. compared the accuracy of GCM and PSM sep-
arately [17]. After experiments, they realised that both PSM
and GCM obtain similar precision in their measurements
(about 0:18 mm). However, the resolution of PSM showed
to be about 0:01 mm in front of the 0:22 mm of GCM. How-
ever, PSM failed in the steep slope changes at the measuring
surface borders due to the occlusion of some periods of the
PSM patterns. One interesting feature of the PSM patterns
used by Sansoni et al. is that they are discrete stripe patterns
with rectangular pro�les. The sinusoidal pro�le is achieved
by defocusing the LCD projector. When combining both
methods, the mean error of the measurements was about
40 �m with a standard deviation of ±35 �m. Furthermore,
Georg Wiora discussed the suitability of using LCD pro-
jectors when applying PSM alone or combined with GCM
[18]. He argued that such devices do not have enough con-
trast and radiant Kux for PSM patterns with large resolution.
According to the author, the best devices to use are special
slide projectors, which allow 26,000 black and white stripes
to be projected on a 13 mm slide (for more details refer to
the article). Moreover, Wiora’s article discusses the prob-
lems of mechanical misalignment of slides for these devices
as well as problems of non-sinusoidal phase shift patterns.

In 2001, GQuhring proposed substituting the PSM for a
new method called line shifting [19], which was also com-
bined with GCM. GQuhring pointed out that phase shifting
has a series of drawbacks. For example, when reconstructing
surfaces with non-uniform albedo (with sharp changes from
black to white) the phase cannot be determined precisely.
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Fig. 2. Line shifting technique: (a) Gray code and line shifting patterns for 32-pixel-wide patterns; (b) Intensity pro�le of a camera
illuminated line and the peak detection with sub-pixel accuracy.

Moreover, camera devices tend to integrate over a certain
area so that pixel values are a5ected by its neighbours. To
avoid this problem, camera resolution must be su>ciently
higher than projector resolution. In order to avoid the prob-
lems of phase shifting, the author proposed substituting the
sinusoidal periodic pro�le of such methods by a multistripe
pattern, shifted several times. GQuhring designed a 640×640
pattern for LCD projectors, where every 6th column is white
and the remaining ones are black. By consecutively shift-
ing the pattern 6 times, the whole resolution for every row
of the pattern is covered. While repeating the process with
row-encoded patterns, the entire resolution of the pattern is
used. Since a multistripe pattern is also a periodic pattern
(of discrete nature), the projection of Gray code patterns are
also required in order to solve the ambiguities that arise.

To summarise, 32 patterns were projected onto the mea-
suring surface: nine vertical Gray codes; six vertical multi-
stripe patterns, each one shifted a column towards the right;
nine horizontal Gray coded patterns; six horizontal multi-
stripe patterns each one shifted one row downwards; two
additional patterns for grey level normalisation (one fully
illuminated and the other with the lamp switched o5). With
regard to the Gray coded patterns, a total number of n re-
gions should be labelled, being n the number of lines pro-
jected in every line shifting pattern. Therefore, every pattern
area where a line is shifted has its own label. For example,
if patterns of 32 columns were projected, six lines would be

shifted and, therefore, six bands of six pixels width should
be labelled by the Gray code. Therefore, three patterns of
Gray code should be projected. However, in the transitions
of each region, a decoding error implies a large measuring
error of around one period. That is why GQuhring decided to
introduce an oversampling technique consisting of project-
ing an additional Gray coded pattern. In this way, thinner
bands of pixels are labelled, and more robust decodi�ca-
tion of the regions is obtained. The maximum error when
calculating the global position of an illuminated line due
to transition of a Gray codeword was two pixels. Without
the redundancy introduced by this oversampling, the same
error rose to six pixels. In Fig. 2a, the case of a row of
a 32-pixel-wide pattern is shown, with the four patterns of
Gray code and the six patterns containing line shifting. As
can be seen, every region where a line is shifted contains
three Gray codewords.

As for the patterns containing line shifting, the peak po-
sition of every illuminated line was intended to be located
in the camera images with sub-pixel accuracy. Since the in-
tensity pro�le of such perceived lines presented a gaussian
distribution, the peak detector proposed by Blais and Rious
[20] was used. This detector applies a linear derivative �lter
(higher order �lters can be applied) at each pixel of every
image row (when treating vertical multistripe patterns). The
result obtained for each row is a set of local maxima and
minima indicating the transitions from black to white
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regions and vice versa. Afterwards, for each pair of con-
secutive maximum and minimum, the zerocrossing of the
linear interpolation between them is calculated and the
sub-pixel position of the intensity peak is obtained. The de-
tection process of a peak for a certain image row is shown
in Fig. 2b.

GQuhring’s line shifting method had a similar or even bet-
ter resolution than techniques based on PSM and more accu-
rate measurements. Note that this approach was inspired by
traditional laser scanner techniques, which have been shown
as the most accurate 3D pro�lers. The author developed a
system set up based both on LCD and DMD projectors, ob-
taining similar results with an average error of 30 �m and
a maximum deviation of 0:281 mm for both devices.

3.4. Hybrid methods

In the bibliography, there are some methods which
are based on multiple pattern projection, so they use
time-multiplexing, but also take into account spatial neigh-
bourhood information in the decoding process. For exam-
ple, the idea of Kosuke Sato [21] consisted of designing
a certain binary pattern whose rows have a sharp impulse
on its auto-correlation function. The pattern is projected
several times by shifting it horizontally several times (the
more times the pattern is shifted, the greater the resolution
obtained). For every projection, an image is grabbed, in
which the maximum autocorrelation peak of every row is
computed. Then, as the phase shift of the corresponding
projected pattern is known, the pixels containing such peaks
can be reconstructed by triangulation. According to the
author, this strategy achieves better accuracy than projecting
and shifting a single slit, since the peak of cross-correlation
shows sharper impulse and can be located more precisely.

In 2001, Hall-Holt and Rusinkiewicz [22] divided four
patterns into a total of 111 vertical stripes that were painted
in white and black. Codi�cation is located at the boundaries
of each pair of stripes. The codeword of each boundary is
formed by 8 bits. Every pattern gives 2 of these bits, rep-
resenting the value of the bounding stripes. The most inter-
esting aspect about this method is that it supports smooth
moving scenes, something unusual in the time-multiplexing
paradigm. This capability is due to a stage of boundary track-
ing along the patterns.

4. Spatial neighbourhood

The techniques in this group tend to concentrate all the
coding scheme in a unique pattern. The codeword that labels
a certain point of the pattern is obtained from a neighbour-
hood of the points around it. However, the decoding stage
becomes more di>cult as the spatial neighbourhood cannot
always be identi�ed and 3D errors can arise. Normally, the
visual features gathered in a neighbourhood are the intensity
or colour of the pixels or groups of adjacent pixels around it.

These spatial neighbourhood techniques can be classi�ed
as follows: (a) strategies based on non-formal codi�cation:
the neighbourhoods are generated intuitively; (b) strategies
based on De Bruijn sequences: the neighbourhoods are de-
�ned using pseudorandom sequences; or (c) strategies based
on M -arrays: extension of the pseudorandom theory to the
2-D case. In the following subsections some techniques from
these three subgroups are summarised.

4.1. Strategies based on non-formal codi:cation

Some authors have proposed techniques based on pat-
terns designed so that it is divided into a certain number
of regions, in which some information generates a di5erent
codeword, without using any mathematical coding theory.
For instance, in 1993, Maruyama and Abe [23] designed a
binary pattern coded with vertical slits containing randomly
distributed cuts. The system was designed for measuring
surfaces with smooth depth changes. The random cuts gen-
erate a set of linear segments so that the position of a seg-
ment in the pattern is determined by its own length and the
lengths of the 6 adjacent segments. The decoding stage starts
by matching every segment of the pattern with the observed
slits of equal length. Multiple matchings can be found for
every segment. In order to �nd out the correct matching,
the lengths of the six adjacent segments must be considered.
Once all the perfect matchings have been found, a region
growing algorithm is applied in order to identify unmatched
segments. The main drawback of this technique is that seg-
ment lengths can vary depending on the distance between
the camera and the surface and the optics of both the cam-
era and projector. All these factors considerably limit the
robustness and the reliability of the system.

Some years later, in 1998, a periodic pattern composed
of the horizontal slits encoded with three grey levels was
proposed by Durdle et al. [24]. The pattern is formed by
the sequence BWGWBGWGBGWBGBWBGW , where B is a
band of four black pixels, W is a band of four white pixels
and G is a band of four half bright pixels. This sequence is
repeated in the pattern until it covers all the vertical reso-
lution. Due to the periodicity of the pattern, discontinuities
larger than the pattern period are not permitted. The decod-
ing stage of the system is composed of two steps: �rstly,
the starting point of every pattern period is searched in the
grabbed image for every column, by �nding the correlation
peaks between the image column and a template of the pro-
jected period. Secondly, for every period, another template
matching is made in order to �nd the subsequences WBG,
WBG and GWB. Repeating these processes for every image
column, a large set of correspondences is found.

Ito and Ishii presented a three-level checkerboard pat-
tern in 1994 [25]. The proposed pattern is a unique grid
where each square is painted with one out of three possi-
ble intensity levels. The intensity level of a cell is chosen
so that it is di5erent from its four immediate neighbours.
A node is de�ned as an intersection between four cells of
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the checkerboard. The main code of a node is identi�ed by
the intensity levels of its four adjacent cells. Since three in-
tensity levels are used, the number of di5erent main codes
is 18 (3 × 2 × 2 × 2). The subcode of a node is de�ned
as the clockwise combination of the main codes of the four
adjacent nodes. The subcode constitutes the codeword for
every edge intersection of the pattern. Therefore, in order
to decode the position of an observed node, it is necessary
to analyse a spatial neighbourhood of 12 cells of the grid.
Note also that both spatial coordinates of the nodes are en-
coded. In order to get a robust coding scheme, every possible
subcode should appear only once in the pattern. However,
Ito and Ishii were not studying the automatic generation of
such a pattern, so they decided to allow repetitions of sub-
codes. The authors used epipolar restrictions between the
camera and the projector in order to di5erentiate between
nodes which share the same subcode.

The technique proposed by Boyer and Kak [26] uses a
pattern formed by vertical slits coded with the three basic
colours (red, green and blue) and separated by black bands.
The sequence of coloured slits was designed so that if the
pattern is divided into subpatterns of a certain length, none
is repeated. The most interesting thing about this work is the
decoding stage. Boyer and Kak realised that the morphol-
ogy of the measuring surface acts as a perturbation applied
to the projected pattern (which acts like a signal), so the
received pattern can contain disorders or even deletions of
the slits. In order to match each received slit with the corre-
sponding projected slit, a four-step algorithm was designed
called stripe indexing process.

The �rst step is called correlation. Each unique subpat-
tern of the original pattern is sliced along the received pat-
tern to �nd all the positions where a perfect match takes
place. Secondly, a region growing process of the matched
subpatterns is carried out and tries to cover as many corre-
spondences of slits as possible. This subprocess was called
crystal growing. Thirdly, a �tting process is applied in or-
der to remove erroneous matchings. When two subpatterns
overlap, the thinnest is cut so that the shared slits are only
associated with the largest one. Finally, the matched slits are
indexed. The whole process must be done for every epipo-
lar line of the camera image. The authors did not take into
account the information obtained from the previous epipo-
lar line in order to validate the current one. The drawback
of this method is the complex algorithms involved to re-
cover the pattern. Moreover, the crystal growing procedure
does not always lead to the correct identi�cation of the slits,
so uncertainty should be considered. The advantage of the
method is the possibility of obtaining shape from moving
objects. This work is of great value, since it inspired a se-
ries of works which dealt with more evolved techniques the
problem of lost slits or disorders among slits.

In 1997, Chen et al. presented a range sensor based on
two cameras and an LCD projector [27]. The latter projected
a unique pattern in order to ease the search for correspon-
dences along pairs of epipolar lines. However, the technique

can also be applied when only one camera is used. The pat-
tern consisted of a series of vertical coloured slits separated
by black bands. The slit colours were chosen using a trial
and error algorithm in order to �nd a sequence with low au-
tocorrelation in the Hue component of the slits. The decod-
ing method proposed by Chen et al. was the most developed
part of the system. The decoding stage was divided into two
parts: the intra-scanline search and the inter-scanline con-
sistency. Since Chen et al. used two cameras, all the points
laying on a line in the �rst image have their correspondences
in a line of the second image. Both lines constitute a pair
of epipolar lines. The intra-scanline process tries to match
every edge of every pair of epipolar lines, in order to tri-
angulate their 3D position at a later stage. Every epipolar
line contains a sequence of colours separated by black gaps
corresponding to the projected coloured slits that are visible
from the point of view of the camera. Since the cameras in
this system have di5erent points of view, for a given pair of
epipolar lines, the observed sequences of colours can di5er.
Therefore, usually one of the cameras perceives more slits
than the other one and, therefore, the number of edges dif-
fers. In order to match the edges observed by both cameras
dynamic programming was used. Dynamic programming is
capable of obtaining the optimal set of insertions, deletions
and substitutions that must be applied to the perceived se-
quence in order to obtain the original projected sequence.
Nevertheless, this algorithm is only robust against deletions
and erroneous identi�cation of the colour of some slits,
but does not ensure a good solution if disorders among slits
have occurred. Therefore, the measuring surface must be
monotonic. Furthermore, in the inter-scanline consistency
stage, an attempt is made to match the edges that have not
been matched in the pair of images by using the information
of adjacent epipolar lines.

The weak point of the work from Chen et al. is the lack
of robustness of the pattern used. Although the sequence of
colours is generated accomplishing some constraints, it is not
optimal. Furthermore, the authors assumed that the observed
slits cannot be reordered with respect to the projected ones,
but this is not always true.

4.2. Strategies based on De Bruijn sequences

The pattern projection techniques presented in the pre-
vious subsection were usually generated by brute-force
algorithms in order to obtain some desirable characteris-
tics. In this subsection, a group of patterns encoded with a
well-de�ned type of sequences called De Bruijn sequences
is presented. First, a theoretical introduction into the �eld is
given in order to explain why these sequences are suitable
for encoding patterns.

A De Bruijn sequence of order m over an alphabet of n
symbols is a circular string of length nm that contains each
substring of length m exactly once. Similarly, a pseudo-
random sequence or a m-sequence has a length of nm − 1
because it does not contain the substring formed by 0’s [28].
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Fig. 3. De Bruijn codi�cation strategy: (a) Example of a De Bruijn
graph to construct De Bruijn sequences; (b) primitives proposed
by Vuylsteke and Ooesterlick to represent the binary values; (c)
the resulting pattern using the primitives.

This sort of sequence can be obtained by searching Eule-
rian circuits or Hamiltonian circuits over di5erent kinds
of De Bruijn graphs [29]. For example, in the graph shown
in Fig. 3a, all the words of length m − 1 (with m equal to
4) are included in the vertices. An Eulerian circuit is a path
starting and ending in the same vertex and passing through
all the edges exactly once. Gathering the edge labels of such
circuit, a De Bruijn sequence of order m is obtained, i.e.
S=1000010111101001. If a Hamiltonian circuit is searched
over the same graph (a path which passes through all the ver-
tices only once and starts and ends in the same vertex), a De
Bruijn sequence of order m−1 is obtained (S=00101110).
An interesting property of a De Bruijn sequence is that it
presents a Kat autocorrelation function with a unique peak
at moment 0. It can be shown that this is the best autocor-
relation function that can be achieved and this means that it
is clearly uncorrelated. Pseudorandom sequences have been
used to encode patterns based on column or row lines and
grid patterns. In the following paragraphs, some relevant
works using De Bruijn sequences to encode patterns are
explained.

In 1998, HQugli and Maitre [30] improved the pattern
proposed by Boyer and Kak [26]. In this case, a pattern
composed of horizontal coloured slits was also projected.
However, the sequence of colours was chosen using a

pseudorandom sequence. The authors studied sequences
where two consecutive slits with the same colours were not
allowed. Therefore, the length of a sequence accomplishing
this constraint is Q(Q − 1)N−1, where Q is the number of
colours used and N the window size.

Monks et al. [31] designed a pattern based on horizon-
tal coloured stripes in order to reconstruct dynamic scenes.
A total number of 6 colours were used to paint the slits, sep-
arated by black bands. The colouring of the slits was chosen
so that every subsequence of three colours appeared only
once. Therefore, a De Bruijn sequence of order three based
on an alphabet of six symbols was used. The given sequence
was taken from the article published by HQugli and Maitre
[30].

In this technique, the camera image is thresholded in the
HSV colour space, using the Hue component to distinguish
among the six colours used, i.e. red, green, blue, yellow,
magenta and cyan, which are equally spaced with respect to
this component. In the decoding stage, Monks et al. faced
the problem of loss of slits for every column of the cam-
era image. Due to surface discontinuities, some of the slits
were not observed by the camera. To recover the position in
the pattern of a given slit is necessary to correctly identify
the colours of the slit itself and the slits above and below it.
The authors decided to build a graph for the whole camera
image, where every node represents an image edge between
a coloured slit and the black band above it. In every node,
the colour of the corresponding slit is stored. Two nodes
are connected if the corresponding slits are consecutive in
an image column and the distance between them is not very
long (otherwise, an occlusion had occurred and some slits
may have been deleted). Every column in the image pro-
duces a new path in the graph. All the nodes of the graph
corresponding to a set of at least three consecutive slits are
shared for all those image columns which detected the same
subsequence. These nodes are shared since their position in
the pattern is directly found thanks to the window property
of the De Bruijn sequence. For all the other slits detected
in an image column, a new node is inserted in the graph.
A minimum-cost, matching algorithm is used to match the
original projected sequence and the graph. The match al-
gorithm minimises a cost function based on the costs as-
sociated with a node insertion and deletion and the cost of
replacing the colour of a node.

The system was applied to speech recognition, project-
ing the pattern to the speakers’s face and reconstructing the
mouth pose in order to recover the pronounced letters. The
work by Monks et al. has a robust decoding stage, which can
be applied to other systems based on De Bruijn sequences.

Vuylsteke and Oosterlinck [32] presented, in 1990, a bi-
nary encoded pattern by means of De Bruijn sequences. A
total number of 63 columns were encoded in a unique pat-
tern, so the system is suitable for moving scenes. The pat-
tern structure is a checkerboard where the column of every
grid point is encoded. The encoding system is based on two
binary pseudorandom sequences of order 6 and length 63,
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shown in Eq. (5).

{ck}= 111111000001000011000101001111010001110010010110111011001101010;

{bk}= {ck−17}; (5)

where {bk} is the same sequence ck shifted by ’=17 posi-
tions. Both sequences have a window property of length 6.
When combined in a bitmap, as shown in Eq. (6) for every
row, the obtained code assignment has the window prop-
erty of 2×3. Every element of the sequences represents the
individual representation of each grid point of the pattern.

c0 b1 c2 b3 c4 b5 c6 b7 c8 b9 · · ·
b0 c1 b2 c3 b4 c5 b6 c7 b8 c9 · · ·
c0 b1 c2 b3 c4 b5 c6 b7 c8 b9 · · ·

(6)

In fact, since only column codi�cation is desired, the win-
dows in Eq. (7) should produce the same codeword.[
b3 c4 b5

c3 b4 c5

] [
c3 b4 c5

b3 c4 b5

]
: (7)

In order to do this, the binary codewords are generated by
reading �rst the elements of ck and then the elements of bk .
In the example given, the codeword for both windows would
be ((c3; c4; c5); (b3; b4; b5)). To be able to distinguish among
elements of ck and elements of bk , it is necessary to chose
di5erent representations in the pattern. For this purpose, ev-
ery grid point is marked with a bright or a dark spot repre-
senting the binary states 1 and 0. Then, the four neighbour-
ing squares of the grid point in the checkerboard are painted
depending on whether the corresponding sequence element
belongs to ck or to bk . Both representations are shown in
Fig. 3b. The binary states for sequence ck are labelled 0+
and 1+, while the ones for sequence bk are 0− and 1−.
The whole pattern representation is shown in Fig. 3c. The
segmentation of the pattern in the camera images is easily
done as only two intensity levels are used and also there is
symmetry around every grid point. The decoding stage con-
sists of recovering every 2 × 3 window and obtaining its
codeword, which leads to the column position in the pat-
tern. According to the authors, using rectangular windows
is more robust than using single row windows, as the neigh-
bourhood involved is more compacted and less sensitive to
surface discontinuities. In 1995, Pajdla reimplemented the
whole method, improving the calibration process [33].

Later, Salvi et al. proposed a pattern consisting of a grid
of thin vertical and horizontal slits [34]. The authors argued
that grid coding is a better solution because the grid points
can be easily segmented. Furthermore, the neighbourhood
around a grid point can be found by just tracking the edges
of the grid. The pattern was designed as a 29×29 grid using
three di5erent colours for horizontal slits and three more
colours for vertical slits. The colour assignment was made

by using the same De Bruijn sequence of order 3 (size of
window property) for both rows and columns of the grid.
The grid intersection points are reconstructed after decoding
their position in the pattern using the window property. Some
years later, in 2000, Petriu et al. [35] proposed a similar
pattern of 15×15 grid points. However, they did not propose
reconstructing the grid crossing points, but reconstructing
the four corner points of every intersection. Therefore, the
resolution of the system is larger. The only requirement is to
increase the thickness of the slits, so that the four corners of a
crossing do not fall in the same pixel of the image.Moreover,
in 1999, Lavoie et al. [36] proposed a similar pattern to
the one proposed by Salvi et al. A pseudorandom sequence
of third order based on 5 colours was used, obtaining a
sequence of length 124 where every subsequence of length
3 is unique. Both vertical and horizontal slits of the grid
are coded with the same pseudorandom sequence. The most
interesting aspect of the technique proposed by Lavoie et al.
is that they do not reconstruct the crossing points, but rather,
the curves. For this purpose, non uniform rational B�ezier
splines (NURBS) were used. The NURBS have some nice
properties under a>ne transformations as they are invariant
under scaling, rotation, translation, shear and parallel and
perspective projection. Once the grid is segmented in the
camera image, the recovered grid points are used as control
points to interpolate 2D NURBS in the image for both rows
and columns of the grid. Due to the projection invariance
property of a NURBS curve, a reverse projection transform
can be performed in order to obtain the 3D NURBS that �t
the measuring surface.

Recently, in 2002, Zhang et al. [13] developed a technique
based on De Bruijn codi�cation that achieves excellent per-
formance. The proposed pattern consisted of 125 vertical
slits coloured by using a De Bruijn sequence of third order
and 8 colors (equal adjacent colors in the resulting sequence
were eliminated). Zhang et al. studied the problems that oc-
clusions and discontinuities in the measuring surface can
produce when observing the projected pattern. As other au-
thors had previously pointed out, they agreed that deletions
and disorders among the slits may appear in the observed
sequence. In order to match the observed sequence with
the projected one, dynamic programming was adopted as in
the work by Chen et al. However, Zhang et al. pointed out
that simple dynamic programming is only successful when
the measuring surface is monotonic, i.e. disorders among
slits cannot appear. In order to eliminate such a limitation,
they invented the multi-pass dynamic programming. Zhang
et al. also extended their technique to the time-multiplexing
paradigm by projecting the pattern several times by shift-
ing it consecutively and locating the slits with sub-pixel
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accuracy in each iteration. Therefore, the total resolution is
increased.

4.3. Strategies based on M-arrays

There is a set of authors who have adopted the theory of
perfect maps in order to encode a unique pattern, taking ad-
vantage of the interesting mathematical properties of these
matrices. In the following paragraphs we give an introduc-
tion to this mathematical theory.

LetM be a matrix of dimensions r×vwhere each element
is taken from an alphabet of k symbols. IfM has the window
property, i.e. each di5erent submatrix of dimensions n ×
m appears exactly once, then M is a perfect map. If M
contains all submatrices of n×m except the one �lled by 0’s,
then M is called an M-array or pseudorandom array. For
more information see Refs. [28,37]. This kind of array has
been widely used in pattern codi�cation because the window
property allows every di5erent submatrix to be associated
with an absolute position in the array.

M-arrays can be constructed by folding a pseudoran-
dom sequence. In order to create an M -array of dimensions
n1 × n2, a pseudorandom sequence of length n = 2k1k2 − 1
is required, where n = n1 · n2, n1 = 2k1 − 1 and n2 = n=n1.
The resulting array has a window property of k1 × k2. The
procedure is as follows: the �rst element of the sequence is
placed in the north-west vertex of the array. Successive ele-
ments of the sequence are written in the array following the
main diagonal and continuing from the opposite side when-
ever an edge is reached. For example, given the binary pseu-
dorandom sequence of the fourth order 010011000101111
whose length is n=15, good parameters for constructing an
M-array are n1 = 22 − 1 = 3 and n2 = 15=3 = 5. Then, an
M-array of 3×5 with window property 2×2 is obtained. It
must be noted that M-arrays also share the circular prop-
erty of the pseudorandom sequences, so it is necessary to
complete the array by adding to the right the �rsts k2 − 1
columns and the �rsts k1 − 1 rows below it. The complete
array is shown in Eq. (8)


0 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 1 0


 (8)

The main di5erences between the techniques included in
this group is the way in which the elements of the array
are represented in the pattern. Some authors prefer to de-
�ne the pattern as an array of coloured spots, where each
colour represents one of the symbols of the coding alphabet.
Other authors prefer to de�ne di5erent shapes for each sym-
bol. When perceiving the projected pattern, an algorithm to
recover the maximum number of visible windows must be
ful�lled. This is the crucial step of these systems. Since spa-
tial neighbourhood is used, not all the pattern will be visible

from the camera’s point of view, due to shadows and oc-
clusions. The robustness of these methods depends on the
correct decodi�cation of the visible parts, taking advantage
of the properties of the M -arrays.

Using arrays to codify a pattern means that a bidimen-
sional coding scheme is being used, because every point
of the pattern has a di5erent codeword which encodes both
vertical and horizontal coordinates. Since the codi�cation is
concentrated in one pattern, these techniques are suitable for
measuring dynamic scenes. However, some authors prefer
to project additional patterns in order to ease the segmenta-
tion part of the system or to carry out an intensity or colour
normalisation. In this case, the system is limited to static
scenes. In any case, the number of projected patterns is al-
ways lower when compared to time-multiplexing methods.
In the following paragraphs, the existing patterns based on
M -arrays are addressed and the most relevant are briefed.

A binary M -array of 24 × 24 was proposed in 1988 by
Morita et al. [38]. This array has the window property of
3×4. TheM -array representation is made by painting black
dots on a white background, for the array elements corre-
sponding to symbol 1. Two patterns are projected on the
measuring surface: the �rst one contains all the possible
black dots in order to locate their centers in the camera
image. The second pattern is the M -array representation.
Therefore, the method is restricted to static scenes. How-
ever, it can be adapted to moving scenes by only projecting
the M -array pattern and making the segmentation and de-
coding algorithm more robust.

In 1992, Petriu et al. [39] used an M -array to encode a
grid pattern where each cross-point represents an element of
the M -array. The binary state of every cross-point is repre-
sented with the presence or absence of a square painted on
it. The system was intended for object recognition, based on
a database containing previously reconstructed surfaces.

Some years later, Kiyasu presented an interesting study
[40]. The aim of the work was to obtain the shape of specu-
lar polyhedrons, i.e. objects composed of Kat surfaces with
high reKectance. Normally, most coded structured light sys-
tems are not intended to reconstruct specular surfaces but
lambertian ones. A binary M -array represented with a grid
of 18× 18 circular spots with a window property of 4× 2
was used.

In 1997, Spoelder et al. began to develop a prototype to
measure the shape of the cornea [41], by means of project-
ing a binary M -array of 65× 63 elements. Cyan and yellow
were used to encode the binary values of the M -array. The
structure of the designed pattern is a checkerboard, where the
white squares are used to place the elements of theM -array.
In Fig. 4a a portion of the pattern can be observed. The
black squares were introduced in order to ease the pattern
segmentation in the camera images. Due to the complex re-
Kectance characteristics of the cornea, the recovered pattern
from the camera images has a lot of data loss. This required
the design of a complex segmentation algorithm, which
we will now summarise. Firstly, the cross-points of the
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(a)

(b)

33132131123122121113323222333
33132131123122121113323222333
11213212231233232221321333111
33132131123122121113213222333
11213212231233232221321333111
22321323312311313332132111222
22321323312311313332132111222
11213212231233232221321333111
33132131123122121113213222333
11213212231233232221321333111
33132131123122121113323222333
33132131123122121113323222333

(c)
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Fig. 4. M -array based patterns examples: (a) Binary M -array lo-
cated in a checkerboard the 0 and 1 symbols are replaced with two
di5erent �lling colours; (b) Example of M -array based on three
symbols proposed by Gri>n et al. Three shape primitives were
proposed to represent the symbols of the alphabet {1; 2; 3}; (c)
Morano et al. algorithm to generate M -arrays with coloured spots
representation.

checkerboard are located by mask �ltering. Secondly, every
detected cross-point is labelled by observing the colours of
the adjacent non-black squares and using the window prop-
erty. Then, a graph is constructed by linking the neighbours.
This step leads to a series of disconnected subpatterns that
must be matched to the original projected pattern. Each sub-
pattern is positioned on the projected pattern in the position
where the minimum Hamming distance is achieved. The el-
ements which do not �t in the original pattern are intended
to be corrected.

One of the most famous works of this group was pre-
sented by Gri>n et al. [42] in 1992. The authors de�ned a
systematic process for constructing a maximum size array
of n × m based on an alphabet of b symbols with certain
restrictions: every element of the array has a unique code-
word formed by its own value and the values corresponding
to its four neighbours (north, south, east and west). As can
be seen, such an array is a special case of perfect maps,

since it has window property of 3× 3, but not all the possi-
ble windows appear. Some authors call these arrays perfect
submaps. The construction process of such matrices is as
follows: �rst, let Vhm be the sequence based on alphabet b
containing all the possible triplets of symbols (a De Bruijn
sequence). Let Vvm be the vector made by the sequence of
all the pairs of symbols of alphabet b. Consequently, the
�rst row of the matrix is f0i = Vhmi.
The rest of the matrix elements are calculated using

Eq. (9). The row index is indicated with i and varies from 0
to the length of Vhm, while j is the column index varying
from 0 to Vvm length.

fij = 1 + ((fi−1j + Vvmj)mod b): (9)

For example, if an alphabet b = {1,2,3} is taken, then the
following vectors are obtained:

Vhm= (33132131123122121113323222333);

Vvm= (3121132233): (10)

Then, applying the algorithm the matrix shown in Fig. 4b is
generated.

For their experiments, Gri>n and Yee generated an array
of 18×66 using the alphabet of four symbols {1; 2; 3; 4}. In
order to project this array, two strategies were adopted. The
�rst consisted of representing each alphabet element with a
di5erent colour. Then the projected pattern was de�ned as
an array of coloured dots. The second approach consisted
of de�ning a set of shape primitives for every element of
the alphabet. An example of such primitives is shown in
Fig. 4b. Then the background of the pattern is painted black
and white forming a grid of 18× 66 with one of the prim-
itives at every crossing point. The representation of a win-
dow of 3× 3 of the M -array is shown in Fig. 4b. This sec-
ond representation of the M -array is much more robust in
the presence of coloured objects. Some years later, in 2001,
Hsieh presented an analytical method for decoding the po-
sition of a given codeword of Gri>n’s array [43], using just
simple arithmetic operations with the elements of the win-
dow and decoding the pattern quickly.

In 1998, Davies and Nixon [44] proposed a unique pattern
of coloured spots for obtaining shapes from dynamic scenes.
Speci�cally, the system was applied for automatic speech
identi�cation by projecting the pattern onto the speakers’
face at video rate. The spots are coded by following Grif-
�n’s method. Cyan, yellow and magenta colours were cho-
sen to paint the spots, which are placed hexagonally in the
pattern. In this technique a segmentation algorithm is ap-
plied for obtaining the image coordinates of the visible dots.
First, an edge detector �lter is used in order to �nd the con-
tours of the perceived ellipses corresponding to the projected
circular dots. For every epipolar line in the camera image,
all the ellipses nearly positioned onto the line are searched.
Then accurate positions of the ellipses are found using an
adapted formulation of the Hough Transform. When all pos-
sible ellipses have been located, the decoding process using
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the window property leads to correspondences between the
camera image and the projected pattern.

One of the most interesting techniques from this group
was given by Morano et al. [45]. The authors proposed an
algorithm for constructing an M -array, �xing the length of
the alphabet, the window property size, the dimensions of
the array and the Hamming distance between every window.
Previously all the methods worked with a Hamming distance
of one, which did not allow error correction. In fact, the
arrays used by Morano et al. are simply perfect submaps
since not all the possible windows are included.

The algorithm used to generate an array with �xed prop-
erties is based on a brute-force approach. For example, when
constructing an M -array based on three colours with win-
dow property of 3× 3 the following steps are taken: �rst, a
subarray of 3 × 3 is chosen randomly and is placed in the
north-west vertex of the M -array that is being built. Then
consecutive random columns of 1× 3 are added to the right
of this initial subarray, maintaining the integrity of the win-
dow property of the array and the Hamming distance be-
tween windows. Afterwards, rows of 3×1 are added beneath
the initial subarray in a similar way. Then, both horizon-
tal and vertical processes are repeated by incrementing the
starting coordinates by one, until the whole array is �lled.
Whenever the process reaches a state where no possible el-
ements can be placed, while accomplishing the global win-
dow property, the array is cleared and the algorithm starts
again with another initial subarray. The basic steps of the
algorithm are represented in Fig. 4c. The study of the per-
formance of this algorithm showed that using M -arrays of
45 × 45 pixels with window property of 3 × 3 using 3 or
more colours, �xed Hamming distances between windows
from the typical 1 up to 4 can be generated. Moreover, in
most cases, multiple solutions can be found.

Once the generated pattern is projected onto the measur-
ing surface, it must be recovered and the dots must be well
labelled in order to �nd correspondences between the cam-
era and the projector. As every dot is contained in nine win-
dows, the authors applied a voting algorithm where every
window proposes a codeword of length 9 (which indicates
its position in the pattern) for every one of its elements.
Then every observed dot has up to nine codewords proposed
by every window to which it belongs. The codeword with
the maximum number of votes is the more reliable, so it is
used to label the dot. The results showed that when using
a Hamming distance of 3 instead of 1, the number of dot
mislabellings decreases, due to the possibility of correcting
one error per window.

Another interesting contribution made by Morano et al.
was to note that a system based on M -arrays can also be
used when colour cannot be projected (because the scene is
too colourful or because a colour camera is not available). If
N colours are used to encode the M -array, log2(N )+1 pat-
terns can be projected, encoding every colour with a binary
codeword. The system becomes more robust since only two
intensity levels are used but it is limited to static scenes.

5. Direct codi�cation

There are certain ways of creating a pattern so that every
pixel can be labelled by the information represented on it.
Therefore, the entire codeword for a given point is contained
in a unique pixel. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to
use either a large range of colour values or introduce period-
icity. In theory, a high resolution of 3D information can be
obtained. However, the sensitivity to noise is very high be-
cause the “distance” between “codewords”, i.e. the colours
used, is nearly zero. Moreover, the perceived colours depend
not only on the projected colours, but also on the intrinsic
colour of the measuring surface. This means, in most cases,
that one or more reference images must be taken. There-
fore, these techniques are not typically suitable for dynamic
scenes. Direct codi�cation is usually constrained to neutral
colour or pale objects. For this reason, it is necessary to
perceive and identify the whole spectrum of colours, which
requires a “tuning” stage that is not always easy to achieve
(depending on the devices used).

We shall now discuss two groups of methods using direct
codi�cation: (a) codi�cation based on grey levels: a spec-
trum of grey levels is used to encode the points of the pat-
tern; (b) codi�cation based on colour: these techniques take
advantage of a large spectrum of colours.

5.1. Codi:cation based on grey levels

Carrihill and Hummel [46] developed a system called in-
tensity ratio depth sensor. It consists of a linear wedge
spread along vertical columns containing a scale of grey
levels. A ratio is calculated between every pixel of the per-
ceived wedge and the same pixel value under constant illu-
mination. This ratio is related to the column of the pattern
that has been projected in the pixel. Since two patterns must
be projected dynamic scenes are not considered. The authors
used a slide projector and a monochrome camera with 8 bits
of intensity per pixel. The authors aimed to tune the setup so
that the relationship between the ratio and the image column
number was nearly linear. However, Carrihill and Hummel
achieved poor accuracy in their measurements, with a mean
error of about 1 cm. This was due to the high sensitivity to
noise and non-linearities of the projector device.

In 2000,Miyasaka et al. [47] reproduced the intensity ratio
depth sensor by using an LCD projector and a 3CCD cam-
era. With this setup, more accurate results were obtained.
The authors took into account that the reKectance of the sur-
face points is not constant for all the light frequencies and
each RGB channel of the camera was treated independently.
Furthermore, only a narrower band of light frequencies was
considered.

In 1995, Chazan and Kiryati [48] carried out experiments
using an extension of the Carrihil and Hummel method
called pyramidal intensity-ratio depth sensor, also known
as the sawtooth sensor. The motivation behind this new
approach was the high sensitivity to noise of the original
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method. As a wide intensity spectrum is projected in only
one shot, the camera must be able to perceive such a spec-
trum nearly linearly, which is very di>cult to achieve using
an LCD projector. The new method consisted of consecu-
tively projecting the linear wedge by increasing its period.
Therefore, the �rst pattern is a simple-period wedge from
black to white. The second contains two linear wedges, the
third contains four wedges and so on. At the end, the last
pattern contains 2n linear wedges. Since every period is a
linear wedge from black to white, the last pattern uses less
grey levels in each period. This means that adjacent grey
levels in the last pattern are less similar and easily distin-
guishable. However, since periodicity is present, the grey
level of a certain pixel in the last perceived pattern is not
enough to decode its position. To resolve the ambiguity the
previously viewed patterns are used. This strategy is quite
similar to the time-multiplexing techniques, but in this case,
the exact codewords are not recovered. Moreover, since the
sharp transitions between periods can lead to high errors,
every periodic pattern is projected twice, shifting it by half
a period. Then when reading grey levels close to a period
transition (black or white), the corresponding shifted pattern
is used to avoid the period transition. For every projected
pattern an image of the scene is grabbed. Then an intensity
ratio is calculated for every image with respect to a constant
light image. The sawtooth sensor is more accurate than the
classic intensity ratio depth sensor. Experiments made
by the authors over distances of about 80 cm show that the
typical errors of 1 cm of the intensity ratio depth sensor
can be reduced to 1 mm with the pyramidal intensity ratio
depth sensor. However, the number of patterns increases
substantially.

Prior to Chazan and Kiryati’s work, in 1993, Hung pro-
posed a grey level sinusoidal pattern [49]. The author pointed
out that the period of the observed pattern increases pro-
portionally with the distance between the projector and the
object, and therefore, the frequency decreases. The idea was
to estimate the instant frequency in every pixel of the cam-
era image and then depth can be calculated for every pixel.
The system was tested with synthetic images with gaus-
sian noise. Although the results were good, real experiments
should be completed taking into consideration the non-linear
behaviour of the devices. Furthermore, since the pattern is
periodic, ambiguity problems can arise.

5.2. Codi:cation based on colour

The methods belonging to this group use the same prin-
ciple as the ones discussed in Section 5.1. However, colour
is used to encode pixels instead of using grey levels. For
instance, Tajima and Iwakawa [50] presented the rainbow
pattern. A large set of vertical narrow slits were encoded
with di5erent wavelengths, so that a large sampling of the
spectrum from red to blue was projected. In order to project
this spectrum, a nematic liquid crystal was used to di5ract
white light. The images were grabbed by a monochromatic

camera with 11 bits of intensity depth. Two images of the
scene were taken through two di5erent colour �lters. By cal-
culating the ratio between both images an index for every
pixel is obtained that does not depend on illumination, nor
on the scene colour. Geng [51] improved on this approach
by using a CCD camera and a linear variable wavelength
�lter in front of it. Hence, only a single image of the mea-
suring surface had to be captured from the scene.

In 1999, Sato presented the multispectral pattern projec-
tion range :nder [52]. In this work, the author discussed the
complicated optical system required for the rainbow range
�nder of Tajima. Sato proposed a new technique that only
needs an LCD projector and a CCD camera. Moreover, the
new technique could eliminate the colour of the measur-
ing surface, so the results were not a5ected by the spectral
reKectance of the surface. The technique consisted of pro-
jecting a periodic rainbow pattern 3 times, shifting the hue
phase 1=3 of its period in every projection. An extra image
was synthesised by a certain linear combination of the three
grabbed images. Afterwards, Sato demonstrated that the Hue
value of every pixel of the synthesised image is equal to the
projected Hue value in the �rst pattern. Therefore, corre-
spondences between synthesised image pixels and projected
rainbow columns can be done. In order to get a good res-
olution, the pattern had to be periodic, so the identi�cation
of the periods is a key point in the decoding stage.

Wust and Capson, in 1991, presented a technique based
on a three-step phase shift method [53]. However, instead
of projecting three times a periodic pattern shifted in ev-
ery projection, a single pattern was used. The pattern was
designed with three overlapping sinusoids shifted between
them, in order to encode the columns of every row. The �rst
sinusoid is represented with red, the second is shifted 90◦

and is represented with green, and the third, which is shifted
90◦ with respect to the green one, is represented with blue.
Then, once the pattern is projected and an image is grabbed,
the phase shift can be calculated for every pixel using the
following equation:

0(x; y) = arctan
(
Ir − Ig
Ig − Ib

)
; (11)

0(x; y) is the phase in a given pixel where the intensities of
the red, green and blue are denoted as Ir , Ig and Ib respec-
tively. The technique of Wust and Capson requires only a
unique pattern, so moving surfaces can be measured. How-
ever, the surface must be predominantly colour neutral and
must not contain large discontinuities.

6. Experimental results

We implemented a set of seven representative techniques
taken from the proposed classi�cation groups. All the tech-
niques have been tested under the same conditions in order
to evaluate their advantages and constraints.
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(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(f)
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Fig. 5. Patterns corresponding to the implemented techniques: (a) Posdamer; (b) Horn and Kiryati; (c) GQuhring; (d) De Bruijn; (e) Salvi;
(f) Morano; (g) Sato.

A low-cost structured light system was used. It is com-
posed of an LCD video projector (Mitsubishi XL1U) work-
ing at 1024×768 pixels, a camera (Sony 3CCD) and a frame
grabber (Matrox Meteor-II) digitizing images at 768× 576
pixels and 3× 8 bits per pixel. A standard PC was used for
implementing the algorithms. Both camera and video pro-
jector were calibrated with a linear pinhole model [3].

The patterns chosen are determined from a set of parame-
ters (number of colours or grey levels, number of projecting
patterns and spatial resolution) constituting just a sample of
every technique. The purpose of the experimental results is
mainly to compare every technique with respect to the oth-
ers rather than going deeper into the complexity of �xing
the optimal parameters depending on the measuring surface.
Therefore, the pattern parameters we have used are those
that maximise the resolution of the vision system and min-
imise the pattern segmentation complexity for every tech-
nique. Moreover, the variety of resolutions that have been

programmed permits appreciation of how the reconstruction
results change according to this parameter. The implemented
techniques are listed below and are represented in Fig. 5.

• Time-multiplexing:
◦ Posdamer: stripe patterns encoded with Gray code of

7 bits so that 128 stripes are encoded [5].
◦ GQuhring: the line shifting technique using six Gray

coded patterns and 21 slits shifted six times [19].
◦ Horn: three patterns encoding 64 stripes by using four

grey levels [14].
• Spatial neighbourhood:
◦ De Bruijn: a pattern with 64 vertical slits encoded with

a De Bruijn sequence of third order and four colours.
◦ Salvi: a grid pattern of 29× 29 slits encoded with a De

Bruijn sequence of third order and three colours [34].
◦ Morano: pattern consisting of colour dots encoded with

an M -array of 45× 45 elements and three colours [45].
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Table 2
Quantitative results

Technique Stdev (�m) 3D Points Resolution (%) patterns

Posdamer 37.6 25213 21.67 9
Horn 9.6 12988 11.17 5
GQuhring 4.9 27214 23.38 14
De Bruijn 13.1 13899 11.94 1
Salvi 72.3 372 0.32 1
Morano 23.6 926 0.80 1
Sato 11.9 10204 8.77 3

The headings are: author’s name of the technique; standard de-
viation of the reconstructing error; average number of 3D points;
% of pixels from images that have been reconstructed in average;
number of projected patterns.

• Direct codi�cation:
◦ Sato: the three periodic patterns proposed by Sato [52]

were employed.

The performance of the techniques was evaluated by
means of quantitative and qualitative tests. In the following
subsections the experiments and their results are presented.

6.1. Quantitative evaluation

A white plain (Kat surface) at a distance of about 120 cm
to the camera was reconstructed 30 times using all the im-
plemented techniques. A multiple regression was applied in
order to obtain the equation of the 3D plain for every tech-
nique and for every reconstruction. The same experiment
was repeated by bringing the plain closer to the camera
by about 40 mm. Then the average and the standard devia-
tion of the distance between both plains was calculated for
every technique. The results of the experiment are shown in
Table 2. The table includes the standard deviation, in �m,
of the average distance between both parallel plains, the av-
erage number of 3D points that were reconstructed, the %
of image pixels inside a region of 515 × 226 pixels that
were decoded, and the total number of projected patterns
for every technique (including white and black patterns for
intensity normalisation when needed).

6.2. Qualitative evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the techniques, it is
also useful to observe the reconstruction of certain surfaces
and analyse them from a qualitative point of view. For this
purpose, two surfaces were reconstructed.

The �rst surface was a statue of a white horse of dimen-
sions 21×15×10 cm. The statue and the reconstructions ob-
tained are shown in Fig. 6. The reconstructions are presented
both as clouds of points and rendered surfaces. Techniques
with higher resolution (time-multiplexing techniques and De
Bruijn patterns based on a single axis codi�cation) enable

Fig. 6. Reconstruction results for every one of the seven imple-
mented techniques. Top to bottom: Posdamer, GQuhring, Horn, De
Bruijn, Salvi, Morano and Sato. At left, the cloud of points cor-
responding to the horse statue reconstruction. In the middle, the
corresponding rendered surface from another view point. At right,
the cloud of points from reconstruction of a human hand.
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details of the horse’s pro�le to be distinguished, while other
techniques with lower resolution (mainly based on spatial
neighbourhood) obtain basically the global pro�le.

The second test consisted of reconstructing a human hand.
This surface is useful for evaluating the performance of
the techniques when the surface violates monotonicity, i.e.
it contains discontinuities. In this case, the discontinuities
are produced by the gaps between the �ngers. Results are
shown in Fig. 6. Techniques based on time-multiplexing are
not a5ected since for recovering the codewords of a pixel,
it is only necessary to gather its value along the projected
patterns. Techniques based on spatial neighbourhood using
a single axis codi�cation (De Bruijn) su5er large amounts
of data loss as the local smoothness assumption of the mea-
suring surface is violated. Nevertheless, techniques that en-
code both pattern axis (Morano and Salvi) can identify
some regions near discontinuities due to the propagation of
codewords among adjacent points. Direct coding techniques
should be robust against discontinuities if no periodicity is
used in the patterns. Since the technique proposed by Sato
exploits periodicity, it fails when reconstructing the �ngers.
Furthermore, periodicity is required for such techniques in
order to reduce the number of colours in the pattern as it
is very di>cult to correctly di5erentiate among the emitted
colours if a large spectrum is used.

The experiments that have been carried out allow com-
parison of the di5erent groups of techniques classi�ed
in the paper. It has been shown that techniques based
on time-multiplexing achieve the most accurate results.
Moreover, line-shifting combined with Gray Code permits
exploitation of the whole theoretical resolution of patterns.
The results also demonstrate that locating the pattern stripes
with sub-pixel accuracy (in the case of GQuhring [19] and
Horn [14] implementations), leads to better results than
using pixel accuracy (in the case of Posdamer [5] current
implementation). Techniques based on spatial neighbour-
hood have also obtained satisfactory results. For example,
the pattern consisting of vertical slits coded with a De
Bruijn sequence has obtained very accurate measurements
as the slits are also detected with sub-pixel accuracy. How-
ever, it has failed when measuring discontinuities. Such
problems could be partially solved by using dynamic pro-
gramming [13]. Furthermore, techniques based on both axis
codi�cation, i.e. the grid by Salvi et al. [34] and the array
of dots by Morano et al. [45], are more robust against dis-
continuities as redundancy in the coding strategy permits
extension of decoded regions to contiguous non-decoded
regions. Finally, the direct coded pattern presented by Sato
[52] has obtained very accurate results (also locating the
stripes with sub-pixel accuracy) and robustness against
colourful surfaces. However, this technique has the prob-
lem of stripe decodi�cation among the pattern due to its
periodic structure when a surface containing discontinuities
is measured. Such problems could be overcome by project-
ing some Gray patterns to remove the ambiguity between
periods.

7. Conclusions

We have presented a comprehensive survey of coded
structured light techniques. A new classi�cation of the
reviewed techniques has been proposed from the point of
view of the coding strategies used to generate the projected
patterns.

Time-multiplexing was the �rst paradigm of coded struc-
tured light used to obtain 3D data from an unknown surface.
The advantages of these techniques are the easy implemen-
tation, the high spatial resolution and the accurate 3D mea-
surements that can be achieved. The main drawback is their
inapplicability to moving surfaces since multiple patterns
must be projected. Techniques based on projecting stripe
patterns encoded with Gray code can obtain very good accu-
racy, but maximum resolution cannot be achieved. In order
to obtain maximum resolution, a technique based on a com-
bination of Gray code and Phase shifting must be used. In
this subgroup, the technique proposed by GQuhring [19] must
be highlighted. Its drawback however, is the large number of
projecting patterns (32 patterns when using maximum res-
olution). If maximum spatial resolution is not the principal
aim of the application, but rather the minimisation of the
number of projecting patterns, a technique based on n-ary
codes is appropriate. Such methods obtain an accuracy equal
to or even better than a Gray code approach, reducing ex-
ponentially the number of projecting patterns. For example,
a Gray code technique based on the projection of 8 patterns
can encode 256 stripes, while an n-ary technique only re-
quires three patterns and 13 grey levels or colours to ob-
tain such resolution, for n= 13. However, the system using
n-ary codes must be calibrated in order to correctly di5eren-
tiate among the set of grey levels or colours used. If a good
calibration cannot be achieved, then it is recommended to
reduce the number of grey levels or colours by projecting
more patterns.

Spatial neighbourhood coding is the second big group of
coded structured light techniques. The advantage compared
with time-multiplexing is that such strategy permits, in most
cases, moving surfaces to be measured. However, since the
codi�cation must be condensed in a unique pattern, the spa-
tial resolution is lower. Moreover, local smoothness of the
measuring surface is assumed in order to correctly decode
the pixel neighbourhoods. Since this local smoothness is
not always accomplished, errors in the decoding stage can
arise producing errors in the 3D measurements. In order to
minimise such errors, the algorithms of the decoding stage
must be more robust, resulting in an increase in the overall
complexity of the technique. Techniques which de�ne the
neighbourhoods empirically usually present pattern period-
icity or repetition of neighbourhoods, which is not recom-
mended. Such problems have been eliminated by strategies
based on De Bruijn sequences and M -arrays.
Techniques based on a unique pattern coded using a De

Bruijn sequence have a trade o5 between the length of the
sequence, i.e. the resolution of the system, the number of
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colours involved and the size of the window property. Most
of these methods use either horizontal or vertical windows
with a limited size in order to preserve the local smoothness
assumption of the measuring surface. If the window size is
not too big (in our opinion a good limit is about 10% of
the sequence length), more than two colours must be used
with the aim of preserving a good resolution. The number of
colours used increases the noise sensitivity when measuring
colourful scenes. Using up to six colours is not very prob-
lematic. With �ve colours and a window size of 3, a resolu-
tion of 125 slits per pattern (similar to a Gray code system
based on seven patterns) can easily be achieved with a ro-
bust decoding stage. The most complete technique that can
be found in the bibliography is the one proposed by Zhang
et al. [13]. This technique takes into account that disorders
between elements of the sequence can occur when project-
ing the pattern. The solution proposed is based on multi-pass
dynamic programming, which seems the most robust way
to recover the original sequence. Furthermore, techniques
based on M-arrays are more di>cult to generate. However,
since every coded point has both row and column code-
words, a higher degree of redundancy is included. In or-
der to take advantage of this redundancy, an additional step
must be programmed in the decoding stage for validating
the codeword of every coded point. Similar trade o5s to the
ones involved when using De Bruijn sequences also appear
withM -arrays-based patterns. The segmentation complexity
of the observed patterns in such techniques must also be ad-
dressed. The most typical representations of an M -array in
a pattern are the grid representation and the array of dots. In
our opinion, the grid representation can be segmented more
easily by edge detection. The encoded points are the inter-
section of edges, so they can be found very accurately. In
addition, when projecting dots, their mass centres must be
located. So it is important to detect when a dot appears only
partially in the image, since its mass centre will be incorrect.
Moreover, the grid techniques allow adjacent cross-points
to be located by tracking the edges, while with the dot rep-
resentation, some sort of euclidian distance must be used to
locate the neighbours of a given dot.

It should be noted that a technique based on spatial neigh-
bourhood can always be translated to a time-multiplexed
technique by expressing the colours in binary intensity lev-
els distributed over a sequence of patterns.

Direct coding techniques are useful for achieving large
spatial resolution and few projecting patterns. However,
these techniques present a lot of drawbacks. Firstly, the
limited bandwidth of LCD projectors provokes integration
of intensities over adjacent pixels. Secondly, variations of
light intensities due to the di5erent colours and depths of
the measuring surface. Finally, the error quantisation in-
troduced by the camera, which is very sensitive to noise.
Therefore, the correct identi�cation of every projected inten-
sity or colour is not easy to achieve. In most cases, the use
of such techniques requires a device that projects a unique
wavelength for every grey level or colour. Therefore, LCD

projectors are not suitable for such a purpose. Some au-
thors use non-standard optical devices to decompose white
light, producing monochromatic light planes. Furthermore,
since a large spectrum of wavelengths are used, cameras
with large depth-per-pixel must be considered (about 11 bits
per pixel) for accurate quantisation. It should be noted that
most of these techniques cannot measure moving scenes be-
cause they need additional patterns to normalise intensity or
colour. In addition, these techniques are usually limited to
colour-neutral surfaces. Nevertheless, some techniques that
can be implemented with an LCD projector and a standard
CCD camera were proposed by Wust and Capson [53] and
Sato [52]. Moreover, both techniques are theoretically capa-
ble of reconstructing colourful surfaces, and the technique
by Wust and Capson can also measure moving surfaces. Ac-
cordingly, experimental results given by the technique by
Sato showed that, in the synthesised image, most part of the
surface colours are eliminated.

Finally, the depth per pixel used by a coded structured
light technique is also an important parameter. The noisier
the application environment in which the technique will be
applied, the smaller the number of grey levels or colours used
should be. Therefore, time-multiplexing techniques based on
binary patterns are the most robust against noise. However,
when increasing the number of grey levels or colours, di5er-
entiating the slits becomes more di>cult. The non-linearities
of the light spectrum of the projector and the spectral re-
sponse of the cameras, and the non-uniform albedo of the
measuring surface mean that the read colours hardly match
with the projected ones. In order to overcome this problem,
a full colourimetric calibration procedure should be con-
sidered. The illumination model proposed by Caspi et al.
[12] or even a simple linear normalisation may be a good
solution.

8. Summary

This article is an exhaustive and comprehensive survey of
coded structured light techniques used for 3D measurement
of surfaces. Coded structured light belongs to the group of
active stereo vision systems and it is considered an important
and widely used active shape acquisition technique.

3D shape acquisition techniques have a large number of
applications since permit to measure the pro�le of a given
surface. For instance, in order to manufacture an existing in-
dustrial part whose model is not available, a method of 3D
measurement can be applied for obtaining the desired CAD
model leading to fast prototyping. Another industrial appli-
cation is the inspection of manufactured parts. Therefore, a
quality control can be ful�lled by comparing the 3D mea-
sured surface of every manufactured part obtained by visual
inspection with the original model of the desired prototype.
3D shape digitisers have also been used for reproducing mu-
seum artifacts for souvenir industries, digital museums and
scienti�c studies. Moreover, the �eld of application of 3D
measurement is also useful in robotics. For example, object
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recognition in robot navigation and 3D map building are
some of the potential applications in this �eld.

Among all the shape acquisition techniques, active opti-
cal stereo is typically based on an emitter which projects
some sort of structured light on the measuring surface which
is viewed by a CCD camera. Correspondences between the
camera image and the projected pattern can easily be found.
These correspondences lead to obtain a 3D measurement of
the surface by means of triangulation. The number of corre-
spondences that can be recovered in a single image depends
basically on the sort of pattern projected and, therefore, on
the light emitter device chosen. Laser scanners have been
widely used for projecting monochromatic plains. However,
the main disadvantage of these systems is the large number
of images that must be acquired during the scanning pro-
cess. The inclusion of some sort of codi�cation in the illu-
mination patterns permits to project a dense pattern on the
measuring surface. Although slide projectors were initially
used for projecting coded patterns, nowadays they have been
replaced by video projectors. The advantage of video pro-
jectors are the feasibility to implement low-cost 3D acquisi-
tion systems and the Kexibility for changing the projecting
patterns depending on the measuring surface easily.

This article describes in detail a large number of coded
structured light techniques for implementing Kexible active
stereo systems. The existing techniques are distributed in a
new classi�cation according to the principle of codi�cation
used to design the illumination patterns. A representative
set of techniques from the proposed classi�cation have been
implemented in the paper. The experimental results allows
us to discuss the advantages and constraints of every coding
strategy from the point of view of accuracy, resolution in the
3D measurements and qualitative results of the 3D surface
obtained.

This article is a useful guide for easily �nding the
most suitable pattern codi�cation technique for a given
application.
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